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The Microsoft Technology Associate certification (MTA)
curriculum helps instructors teach and validate
fundamental technology concepts with a foundation for
students' careers as well as the confidence they need to
succeed in advanced studies. Through the use of MOAC
MTA titles you can help ensure your students future
success in and out of the classroom. This MTA text
covers the following HTML5 Application vital
fundamental skills: • Manage the Application Life Cycle •
Build the User Interface by Using HTML5 • Format the
User Interface by Using CSS • Code by Using
JavaScript Click here to learn more about the Microsoft
Technology Associate (MTA), a new and innovative
certification track designed to provide a pathway for
future success in technology courses and careers.
Essential Skills--Made Easy! Create advanced websites,
web apps, and standalone apps for Apple iOS and
Google Android devices. HTML5 for iOS and Android: A
Beginner's Guide explains, step by step, how to use
HTML5 and CSS3 as well as supporting technologies,
such as JavaScript, MySQL, and PHP. Download
wrapper code from the book's companion website to
enable your programs to run like native iOS or Android
apps. You'll also get tips for distributing your creations in
various app stores. Everything you need to get started
developing powerful mobile apps and websites is
included in this hands-on guide. Designed for Easy
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Learning: Key Skills & Concepts--Chapter-opening lists
of specific skills covered in the chapter Ask the
Expert--Q&A sections filled with bonus information and
helpful tips Notes--Extra information related to the topic
being covered Tips--Helpful reminders or alternate ways
of doing things Cautions--Errors and pitfalls to avoid
Annotated Syntax--Example code with commentary that
describes the programming techniques being illustrated
Robin Nixon is a developer and freelance technical writer
who has published more than 500 articles in magazines
such as PC Plus, PCW, Web User, PC Advisor, and PC
Answers. He is the author of several computer books,
including Plug-in PHP, Plug-in JavaScript, and Plug-in
CSS.
Get ahead in HTML5, including markup, styling, and
scripting, with many practical examples and best practice
insights. You’ll quickly understand HTML5 markup
elements and when to use them, and then apply the
latest CSS3 features to create amazing web pages. Pro
HTML5 with CSS, JavaScript, and Multimedia teaches
the fundamentals of client-side scripting and covers the
immense functionality available with HTML5. Learn to
use JavaScript to create web applications that are
dynamic and interactive, and add advanced features,
including audio, video, SVG, and drag and drop
capabilities. Using practical hands-on demonstrations
you will access a larger set of technologies to create
more diverse and powerful websites and applications.
What You'll Learn How, and when, to use all the HTML5
markup tags Use CSS3 features to simplify website
design Master JavaScript fundamentals and advanced
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features Use SVG and the canvas tag to incorporate
graphics/liliLeverage the native browser support for
Geolocation, IndexedDB, and drag and drop
capabilities/li/uldivbWho This Book Is
For/b/divdivbr/divWeb developers and designers who
want to increase their HTML5 skills to create modern
interactive websitesdivbr
Learn how to hack systems like black hat hackers and
secure them like security experts Key Features
Understand how computer systems work and their
vulnerabilities Exploit weaknesses and hack into
machines to test their security Learn how to secure
systems from hackers Book Description This book starts
with the basics of ethical hacking, how to practice
hacking safely and legally, and how to install and interact
with Kali Linux and the Linux terminal. You will explore
network hacking, where you will see how to test the
security of wired and wireless networks. You’ll also learn
how to crack the password for any Wi-Fi network
(whether it uses WEP, WPA, or WPA2) and spy on the
connected devices. Moving on, you will discover how to
gain access to remote computer systems using clientside and server-side attacks. You will also get the hang
of post-exploitation techniques, including remotely
controlling and interacting with the systems that you
compromised. Towards the end of the book, you will be
able to pick up web application hacking techniques.
You'll see how to discover, exploit, and prevent a
number of website vulnerabilities, such as XSS and SQL
injections. The attacks covered are practical techniques
that work against real systems and are purely for
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educational purposes. At the end of each section, you
will learn how to detect, prevent, and secure systems
from these attacks. What you will learn Understand
ethical hacking and the different fields and types of
hackers Set up a penetration testing lab to practice safe
and legal hacking Explore Linux basics, commands, and
how to interact with the terminal Access passwordprotected networks and spy on connected clients Use
server and client-side attacks to hack and control remote
computers Control a hacked system remotely and use it
to hack other systems Discover, exploit, and prevent a
number of web application vulnerabilities such as XSS
and SQL injections Who this book is for Learning Ethical
Hacking from Scratch is for anyone interested in learning
how to hack and test the security of systems like
professional hackers and security experts.
One of HTML5’s most exciting features, Canvas
provides a powerful 2D graphics API that lets you
implement everything from word processors to video
games. In Core HTML5 Canvas , best-selling author
David Geary presents a code-fueled, no-nonsense deep
dive into that API, covering everything you need to know
to implement rich and consistent web applications that
run on a wide variety of operating systems and devices.
Succinctly and clearly written, this book examines
dozens of real-world uses of the Canvas API, such as
interactively drawing and manipulating shapes, saving
and restoring the drawing surface to temporarily draw
shapes and text, and implementing text controls. You’ll
see how to keep your applications responsive with web
workers when you filter images, how to implement
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smooth animations, and how to create layered, 3D
scrolling backgrounds with parallax. In addition, you’ll
see how to implement video games with extensive
coverage of sprites, physics, collision detection, and the
implementation of a game engine and an industrialstrength pinball game. The book concludes by showing
you how to implement Canvas-based controls that you
can use in any HTML5 application and how to use
Canvas on mobile devices, including iOS5. This
authoritative Canvas reference covers The canvas
element—using it with other HTML elements, handling
events, printing a canvas, and using offscreen canvases
Shapes—drawing, dragging, erasing, and editing lines,
arcs, circles, curves, and polygons; using shadows,
gradients, and patterns Text—drawing, positioning,
setting font properties; building text controls
Images—drawing, scaling, clipping, processing, and
animating Animations—creating smooth, efficient, and
portable animations Sprites—implementing animated
objects that have painters and behaviors
Physics—modeling physical systems (falling bodies,
pendulums, and projectiles), and implementing tweening
for nonlinear motion and animation Collision
detection—advanced techniques, clearly explained Game
development—all aspects of game development, such as
time-based motion and high score support, implemented
in a game engine Custom controls—infrastructure for
implementing custom controls; implementing progress
bars, sliders, and an image panner Mobile
applications—fitting Canvas apps on a mobile screen,
using media queries, handling touch events, and
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specifying iOS5 artifacts, such as app icons Throughout
the book, Geary discusses high-quality, reusable code to
help professional developers learn everything they really
need to know, with no unnecessary verbiage. All of the
book’s code and live demonstrations of key techniques
are available at corehtml5canvas.com.
Foundation HTML5 Canvas: For Games and
Entertainment teaches you how to make exciting
interactive games and applications using HTML5 canvas.
Canvas lets you produce graphics, animations, and
applications using the HTML5 and JavaScript web
standards. It allows you to draw directly within the
browser without the need for third-party plugins like
Adobe Flash, and so canvas works perfectly across
desktop and mobile devices, like the iPhone and
Android. Foundation HTML5 Canvas begins by
introducing you to HTML5 and the cool new features that
it opens up for you. You are then offered a quick guide to
JavaScript programming to get you up to speed. Next up
you'll receive a thorough introduction to the canvas
element, which teaches you how to draw objects within
the browser with great ease. Once the basics are
covered you’ll move on to the more advanced features
of canvas, including image and video manipulation.
You’ll also learn how to create realistic animations with
the help of some basic physics. Foundation HTML5
Canvas then teaches you how to create two thrilling
space-based games using all the skills you’ve learned
so far. You'll find plenty of code examples and
illustrations designed to help you understand even the
most complex of topics. HTML5 is already here for you,
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and this book will provide you with all the information you
need to enjoy the show. For more information, source
code, and the latest blog posts from author Rob Hawkes,
visit http://rawkes.com/foundationcanvas.
Flash is fading fast as Canvas continues to climb. The
second edition of this popular book gets you started with
HTML5 Canvas by showing you how to build interactive
multimedia applications. You’ll learn how to draw,
render text, manipulate images, and create animation—all
in the course of building an interactive web game
throughout the book. Updated for the latest
implementations of Canvas and related HTML5
technologies, this edition includes clear and reusable
code examples to help you quickly pick up the
basics—whether you currently use Flash, Silverlight, or
just HTML and JavaScript. Discover why HTML5 is the
future of innovative web development. Create and modify
2D drawings, text, and bitmap images Use algorithms for
math-based movement and physics interactions
Incorporate and manipulate video, and add audio Build a
basic framework for creating a variety of games Use
bitmaps and tile sheets to develop animated game
graphics Go mobile: build web apps and then modify
them for iOS devices Explore ways to use Canvas for 3D
and multiplayer game applications
This is the first definitive and authoritative book available
on ActionScript 3 animation techniques. ActionScript
animation is a very popular discipline for Flash
developers to learn. The essential skill set has been
learned by many Flash developers through the first
edition of this book. This has now been updated to
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ActionScript 3, Adobe's new and improved scripting
language. All of the code has been updated, and some
new techniques have been added to take advantage of
ActionScript 3's new features, including the display list
and new event architecture. The code can be used with
the Flash 9 IDE, Flex Builder 2, or the free Flex 2 SDK.
With this second edition of the popular DOM Scripting:
Web Design with JavaScript and the Document Object
Model comes a modern revision to update best practices
and guidelines. It includes full coverage of HTML5 in a
new, dedicated chapter, and details on JavaScript
libraries and how they can help your scripting. The book
provides everything you'll need to start using JavaScript
and the Document Object Model to enhance your web
pages with client-side dynamic effects and usercontrolled animation. It shows how JavaScript, HTML5,
and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) work together to
create usable, standards-compliant web designs. We'll
also cover cross-browser compatibility with DOM scripts
and how to make sure they degrade gracefully when
JavaScript isn't available. DOM Scripting: Web Design
with JavaScript and the Document Object Model focuses
on JavaScript for adding dynamic effects and
manipulating page structure on the fly using the
Document Object Model. You'll start with a crash course
in JavaScript and the DOM, then move on to several realworld examples that you'll build from scratch, including
dynamic image galleries and dynamic menus. You'll also
learn how to manipulate web page styles using the CSS
DOM, and create markup on the fly. If you want to create
websites that are beautiful, dynamic, accessible, and
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standards-compliant, this is the book for you!
Experience the thrill of crafting your own HTML5 game
with Phaser.js game engine. HTML5 and modern
JavaScript game engines have helped revolutionized
web based games. Each chapter in An Introduction to
HTML5 Game Development with Phaser.js showcases a
sample game that illustrates an aspect of Phaser.js (now
Lazer.js) that can be used as is, or in remixed games of
the developer’s design. Each of these examples help
the reader to understand how to optimize JavaScript
game development with modern project tooling like Grunt
and Bower. Though the world of HTML game
development continues to grow and evolve, An
Introduction to HTML5 Game Development with
Phaser.js, provides a grounded resource and vital
learning tool to anyone looking to optimize web game
development process.
Have you ever wanted to include believable physical
behaviors in your games and projects to give them that
extra edge? Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation,
and Simulations teaches you how to incorporate real
physics, such as gravity, friction, and buoyancy, into your
HTML5 games, animations, and simulations. It also
includes more advanced topics, such as particle
systems, which are essential for creating effects such as
sparks or smoke. The book also addresses the key issue
of balancing accuracy and simplicity in your games and
simulations, and the final chapters provide you with the
information and the code to make the right choice for
your project. Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation,
and Simulations assumes you have a basic knowledge
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of JavaScript and HTML5. However, no previous
knowledge of physics is required—only some very basic
math skills. The authors present everything from basic
principles to advanced concepts in an approachable
way, so you’ll be able to follow the logic and easily
adapt the principles to your own applications. The book
is packed full of practical examples of how you can apply
physics to your own games and applications. Spring
behaviors can be used for anything from tweaking
lowrider suspension to creating cloth simulation; flotation
mechanics enable the simulation of submersibles or
dirigibles; you can even create your own solar system
with accurate orbits and gravity. It doesn’t matter if
you’re modeling the Lorentz force in an electromagnetic
field or you’re modeling the lift force in a flight simulator,
Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation, and
Simulations enables you to fill your games and
applications with accurate and realistic effects.
Summary Hello! HTML5 & CSS3 is written for the web
designer or developer who wants a fast, exampleoriented introduction to the new HTML and CSS
features. This snappy, user-friendly, and fun guide will
get you started right away. About this Book Whether
you're building web pages, mobile apps, or desktop
apps, you need to learn HTML5 and CSS3. So why wait?
Hello! HTML5 & CSS3 is a smart, snappy, and fun way
to get started now. In this example-rich guide to HTML5
and CSS3, you'll start with a user-friendly introduction to
HTML5 markup and then take a quick tour through
forms, graphics, drag-and-drop, multimedia, and more.
Next, you'll explore CSS3, including new features like
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drop shadows, borders, colors, gradients, and
backgrounds. Every step of the way, you'll find hands-on
examples, both large and small, to help you learn by
doing. Purchase of the print book comes with an offer of
a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning. Also
available is all code from the book. What's inside Easy-tofollow intro to HTML5 and CSS3 Fully illustrated and
loaded with examples Designed for low-stress learning
No prior experience needed! Table of Contents PART 1
LEARNING HTML5 Introducing HTML5 markup HTML5
forms Dynamic graphics Audio and video Browser-based
APIs Network and location APIs PART 2 LEARNING
CSS3 New CSS language features Layout with CSS3
Motion and color Borders and backgrounds with CSS3
Text and fonts
Build on your basic knowledge of HTML5 and JavaScript
to create substantial HTML5 applications. Through the
many interesting projects you can create in this book,
you'll develop HTML5 skills for future projects, and
extend the core skills you may have learned with its
companion book, The Essential Guide to HTML5.
HTML5 and JavaScript Projects is fully updated as a
second edition and covers important programming
techniques and HTML, CSS, and JavaScript features to
help you build projects with images, animation, video,
audio and line drawings. You'll learn how to build games,
quizzes and other interactive projects; incorporate the
use of the Google Maps API and localStorage; and
address the challenges of Responsive Design and
Accessibility. Each project starts out with a description of
the example's operation, often with full-color illustrations.
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You'll then review the HTML5 and JavaScript concepts
that relate to the project followed by a step-by-step
explanation of the programming used. Tables are used
to show the relationship of functions and provide
comments for each line of code so that you can easily
apply the techniques to your own HTML5 projects.?
What You'll Learn Enhance your HTML5 and JavaScript
programming skills. Poduce applications combining
Canvas drawings, photos, and videos Incorporate
Google Maps and geolocation into your projects Build
applications requiring persistent data, storing the
information locally or on a database on the server Who
This Book Is For Developers who have some knowledge
of programming and want to build more substantial
applications by combining basic features and combining
JavaScript with other technologies.
A Beginner’s Guide to Computer Programming Start
Programming Using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript is a
manual for undergraduate students in engineering and
the natural sciences to discover how computer
programming works. Using a dialog format between two
students and a professor, the text teaches students how
the mainstream web languages HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript interact and how to harness their capabilities
in practical settings. Each chapter focuses on a specific
theme supported by a gradual development of engaging
worked examples of live web documents and
applications using the three languages. Students can
follow most of the examples and experiments using any
modern browser and plain text editor. A practical
homework problem is included at the end of every
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chapter and then is discussed at the beginning of the
next chapter. In addition, a related keywords list helps
students review key topics. By focusing on important
established principles and concrete examples, this
introductory book shows students how to write cleaner
and more easily maintainable code. It augments the
basic language syntax and rules with contents and
structure while keeping the material simple and
manageable.
Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS and JavaScript All in
One The all-in-one HTML, CSS and JavaScript
beginner's guide: covering the three most important
languages for web development. Covers everything
beginners need to know about the HTML and CSS
standards and today's JavaScript and Ajax libraries - all
in one book, for the first time Integrated, well-organized
coverage expertly shows how to use all these key
technologies together Short, simple lessons teach handson skills readers can apply immediately By best-selling
author Julie Meloni Mastering HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript is vital for any beginning web developer - and
the importance of these technologies is growing as web
development moves away from proprietary alternatives
such as Flash. Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript All in One brings together everything
beginners need to build powerful web applications with
the HTML and CSS standards and the latest JavaScript
and Ajax libraries. With this book, beginners can get all
the modern web development knowledge you need from
one expert source. Bestselling author Julie Meloni (Sams
Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL and Apache All in One)
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teaches simply and clearly, through brief, hands-on
lessons focused on knowledge you can apply
immediately. Meloni covers all the building blocks of
practical web design and development, integrating new
techniques and features into every chapter. Each lesson
builds on what's come before, showing you exactly how
to use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript together to create
great web sites.
Thanks to faster browsers, better web standards support,
and more powerful devices, the web now defines the
next generation of user interfaces that are fun, practical,
fluid, and memorable. The key? Animation. But learning
how to create animations is hard, and existing learning
material doesn’t explain the context of the UI problem
that animations are trying to solve. That’s where this
book comes in. You'll gain a solid technical
understanding of how to create awesome animations
using CSS and learn how to implement common UI
patterns, using practical examples that rely on
animations to solve a core problem. Frontend web
developers and designers will not only learn important
technical details, but also how to apply them to solve realworld problems. Create animations found in common
user interface implementations, such as bounce after
scrolling, expanding search boxes, and content sliders
Learn the technical details of working with CSS
animations and transitions Use CSS transforms to very
animate an element’s position, scale, and orientation
Understand the importance of easing
The Canvas element is a revolutionary feature of HTML5
that enables powerful graphics for rich Internet
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applications, and this pocket reference provides the
essentials you need to put this element to work. If you
have working knowledge of JavaScript, this book will
help you create detailed, interactive, and animated
graphics -- from charts to animations to video games -whether you're a web designer or a programmer
interested in graphics. Canvas Pocket Reference
provides both a tutorial that covers all of the element's
features with plenty of examples and a definitive
reference to each of the Canvas-related classes,
methods, and properties. You'll learn how to: Draw lines,
polygons, and curves Apply colors, gradients, patterns,
and transparency Use transformations to smoothly rotate
and resize drawings Work with text in a graphic
environment Apply shadows to create a sense of depth
Incorporate bitmapped images into vector graphics
Perform image processing operations in JavaScript
Master innovative and eye-catching website design with
theexciting new Treehouse Series of books Turn plain
words and images into stunning websites using
HTML5and this beautiful, full-colour guide. Taking you
beyond theconstraints of prebuilt themes and simple site
building tools, thisnew Treehouse book combines
practicality with inspiration to showyou how to create fully
customized, modern, and dazzling websitesthat make
viewers want to stop and stay. The exciting new
Treehouse Series of books is authored byTreehouse
experts and packed with innovative design ideas
andpractical skill-building. If you're a web developer, web
designer,hobbyist, or career-changer, every book in this
practical newseries should be on your bookshelf. Part of
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the new Treehouse Series of books, teaching
youeffective and compelling website development and
design, helpingyou build practical skills Provides careerworthy information from Treehouse industry prosand
trainers Explains HTML5 basics, such as how to format
text, add scriptsto pages, and use HTML5 for audio and
video Also covers hypermedia, CSS and JavaScript,
embedding video,geolocation, and much more Leverage
pages of dazzling website design ideas and
expertinstruction with a new Treehouse Series book.
When Howard B. Wigglebottom starts feeling sad about
always getting into trouble at school for not listening, he
decides to change his ways.
We've all sneaked the odd five minutes here or there
playing the latest Flash game that someone sent round
the office, but creating those games is trickier than it
looks. The aim of Foundation Game Design with Flash is
to take you, even if you've minimal multimedia or
programming experience, through a series of step-bystep examples and detailed case studies to the point
where you'll have the skills to independently design any
conceivable 2D game using Flash and ActionScript. The
book is a non-technical one-stop-shop for all the most
important skills and techniques a beginner game
designer needs to build games with Flash from scratch.
Whether you're creating quick blasts of viral amusement,
or more in-depth action or adventure titles, this book is
for you. Focused and friendly introduction to designing
games with Flash and ActionScript Five detailed case
studies of Flash games Essential techniques for building
games, with each chapter gently building on the skills of
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preceding chapters
With HTML5 and improved web browser support,
JavaScript has become the tool of choice for creating
high-performance web graphics. This faced-paced book
shows you how to use JavaScript, jQuery, DHTML, and
HTML5's Canvas element to create rich web applications
for computers and mobile devices. By following realworld examples, experienced web developers learn fun
and useful approaches to arcade games, DHTML
effects, business dashboards, and other applications.
This book serves complex subjects in easily digestible
pieces, and each topic acts as a foundation for the next.
Tackle JavaScript optimization and understand how it
impacts performance Create fast-moving graphics by
combining old-school DHTML with jQuery Learn
advanced UI techniques using the jQuery UI and Ext JS
libraries Build games with collision detection, object
handling, and JavaScript scrolling techniques Master
HTML5 Canvas basics for drawings, fills, bitmaps,
animation, and more Create applications for the small
screen with jQuery Mobile and PhoneGap Use Google’s
data visualization tools to create interactive dashboards
A full-color introduction to the basics of HTML and CSS
from the publishers of Wrox! Every day, more and more
people want to learn some HTML and CSS. Joining the
professional web designers and programmers are new
audiences who need to know a little bit of code at work
(update a content management system or e-commerce
store) and those who want to make their personal blogs
more attractive. Many books teaching HTML and CSS
are dry and only written for those who want to become
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programmers, which is why this book takes an entirely
new approach. Introduces HTML and CSS in a way that
makes them accessible to everyone—hobbyists, students,
and professionals—and it’s full-color throughout Utilizes
information graphics and lifestyle photography to explain
the topics in a simple way that is engaging Boasts a
unique structure that allows you to progress through the
chapters from beginning to end or just dip into topics of
particular interest at your leisure This educational book is
one that you will enjoy picking up, reading, then referring
back to. It will make you wish other technical topics were
presented in such a simple, attractive and engaging way!
This book is also available as part of a set in hardcover Web Design with HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery,
9781119038634; and in softcover - Web Design with
HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery, 9781118907443.
How do you make a video game? Advanced Game
Design with HTML5 and JavaScript is a down to earth
education in how to make video games from scratch,
using the powerful HTML5 and JavaScript technologies.
This book is a point-by-point round up of all the essential
techniques that every game designer needs to know.
You'll discover how to create and render game graphics,
add interactivity, sound, and animation. You’ll learn how
to build your own custom game engine with reusable
components so that you can quickly develop games with
maximum impact and minimum code. You’ll also learn
the secrets of vector math and advanced collision
detection techniques, all of which are covered in a
friendly and non-technical manner. You'll find detailed
working examples, with hundreds of illustrations and
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thousands of lines of source code that you can freely
adapt for your own projects. All the math and
programming techniques are elaborately explained and
examples are open-ended to encourage you to think of
original ways to use these techniques in your own
games. You can use what you learn in this book to make
games for desktops, mobile phones, tablets or the Web.
Advanced Game Design with HTML5 and JavaScript is a
great next step for experienced programmers or
ambitious beginners who already have some JavaScript
experience, and want to jump head first into the world of
video game development. It’s also great follow-up book
for readers of Foundation Game Design with HTML5 and
JavaScript (by the same author) who want to add depth
and precision to their skills. The game examples in this
book use pure JavaScript, so you can code as close to
the metal as possible without having to be dependent on
any limiting frameworks or game engines. No libraries,
no dependencies, no third-party plugins: just you, your
computer, and the code. If you’re looking for a book to
take your game design skills into the stratosphere and
beyond, this is it!
The essential guide for building native HTML5
multimedia into a website! • •Real-life, ready-to-deploy
examples for leveraging the video and audio tags in
HTML5 •Written in a simple, straightforward style that
appeals to beginners and more advanced developers
alike. •Author is a popular blogger, curator for
html5gallery.com, and well-regarded contributor to PC
Pro. One of the most exciting and talked about aspects
of the HTML5 specification is the introduction of inPage 19/30
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browser multimedia. Websites no longer have to rely on
a third-party tool such as Flash or Silverlight to play
video and audio. This book is an easy, approachable
guide to building native HTML5 multimedia into a
website, from the simplest addition to more advanced
features. It's written in a simple, straightforward style
that's not too techy, yet advanced enough for the more
experienced coder who just needs to get up to speed on
these powerful new capabilities. The book's companion
website provides all the examples in a working format for
easy access and enhanced visualization for the reader.
Many real world scenario examples for those who want
to get something up and running.
Foundation HTML5 Animation with JavaScriptApress
Foundation Game Design with HTML5 and JavaScript
teaches you everything you need to know about how to
make video games. If you’ve never done any
programming before and don’t know where to start, this
book will show you how to make games from start to
finish. You’ll learn all the latest programming
technologies (HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript) to create
your games. All written in a fun and friendly style with
open-ended projects that encourage you to build your
own original games. Foundation Game Design with
HTML5 and JavaScript starts by showing you how you
can use basic programing to create logic games,
adventure games, and create interactive game graphics.
Design a game character, learn to control it with the
keyboard, mouse, or touch screen interface, and then
learn how to use collision detection to build an interactive
game world. You’ll learn to make maze games, platform
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jumping games, and fast paced action games that cover
all the popular genres of 2D gaming. Create intelligent
enemies, use realistic physics, sound effects and music,
and learn how to animate game characters. Whether
you're creating games for the web or mobile devices,
everything you need to get started on a career as a
game designer is right here. Focused and friendly
introduction to making games with HTML5. Essential
programming and graphic design techniques for building
games, with each chapter gently building on the skills of
preceding chapters. Detailed case studies demonstrating
techniques that can be used for making games in a wide
variety of genres.
Foundation HTML5 Animation with JavaScript covers
everything that you need to know to create dynamic
scripted animation using the HTML5 canvas. It provides
information on all the relevant math you'll need, before
moving on to physics concepts like acceleration, velocity,
easing, springs, collision detection, conservation of
momentum, 3D, and forward and inverse kinematics.
Foundation HTML5 Animation with JavaScript is a
fantastic resource for all web developers working in
HTML5 or switching over from Flash to create standardscompliant games, applications, and animations that will
work across all modern browsers and most mobile
devices, including iPhones, iPads, and Android devices.
You will learn how to utilize the amazing animation and
physics-based code originally created by author Keith
Peters in his hugely successful Foundation ActionScript
Animation in all of your HTML5 applications. In no time at
all, you'll understand the concepts behind scripted
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animation and also have the ability to create all manner
of exciting animations and games.
The easy way to build HTML5 mobile and web apps
using Adobe's new Edge Animate CC Edge Animate CC
is an approachable WYSIWYG alternative for leveraging
the power of languages like HTML5, CSS3, and
JavaScript to design and develop for the web and mobile
devices, even if you have no programming experience.
Written by Michael Rohde, the book calls on this
seasoned web developer's wealth of experience using
Edge Animate CC, and a companion website includes all
code from the book to help you apply what you learn as
you go. Features an easy-to-use interface, with a
properties-based timeline for impeccable accuracy and
control Contains a guide to creating new compositions,
importing and animating existing web graphics, or adding
motion to existing HTML files without compromising
integrity Offers support for web font services, and
Element Display, which lets you manage how long
elements are displayed on the stage Edge Animate CC
For Dummies offers the lowdown on this revolutionary
and intuitive tool for creating motion content that runs
beautifully on mobile devices and desktop browsers.
Using Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) for illustrations
only scratches the surface of this format’s potential on
the web. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how to
use SVG not only for illustrations but also as graphical
documents that you can integrate into complex HTML5
web pages, and style with custom CSS. Web developers
will discover ways to adapt designs by adding data
based graphics, dynamic styles, interaction, or
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animation. Divided into five parts, this book includes:
SVG on the web: Understand how SVG works with
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to define graphics Drawing
with markup: Learn the vector language of x and y
coordinates that let SVG create basic and custom
shapes Putting graphics in their place: Use the
coordinate system to draw SVG shapes and text at
different scales and positions Artistic touches: Explore
how color is used, how strokes are created and
manipulated, and how graphical effects like filters,
clipping, and masking are applied SVG as an application:
Make your graphic more accessible to humans and
computers, and learn how to make it interactive or
animated
Dive into game development and create great
multiplayer online games with Pro Android Web Game
Apps. This hands-on guide covers both the theory and
practice of browser game development for the Android
platform. You'll use cutting-edge technologies to make
game engines in your browser, establish real-time server
communication, and create amazing gaming experiences
with artificial intelligence and rich media. Bring your
knowledge of HTML and JavaScript to the next level with
Pro Android Web Game Apps. You are guided through
exciting projects that give you firsthand experience with
core game app development concepts. You'll start with a
blank HTML page, and by the end of the book, have the
skills needed to create a multiplayer online game with
rich graphics, sound, animation, and more—even if you
have no previous games development or server-side
experience.
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This is the enhanced eBook version of the printed book.
It contains 10 minutes of video demos of key examples
from the author, Alexis Goldstein. For web developers
building rich web and mobile applications, standardsbased CSS3 offers powerful advantages over traditional
Flash-based approaches - and since Apple's immensely
popular iPad and iPhone don't support Flash, moving to
CSS3 has become even more urgent. However, most
CSS3 guides focus primarily on the basics, frustrating
web developers who want to do sophisticated work.
Learning CSS3 Animations and Transitions is the first
book focused entirely on creating production-quality rich
animations and transitions with CSS3. Leading web
development trainer Alexis Goldstein covers everything
web developers need to know, teaching through solid
examples that help web professionals build their skills
one step at a time. Readers will learn how to: Create 2D
transforms that serve as the foundation for CSS3
animations Use transitions to make changes come alive
Master essential keyframing techniques Combine
transitions, transforms, and parallax scrolling in
immersive web experiences Transform in 3D, and
animate 3D transforms Creating increasingly complex
and Flash-style animations Build powerfully effective
interactive infographics with CSS3 and HTML5 And
much more...
Create rich interactivity with Scalable Vector Graphics
(SVG) Dive into SVG—and build striking, interactive
visuals for your web applications. Led by three SVG
experts, you’ll learn step-by-step how to use SVG
techniques for animation, overlays, and dynamic charts
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and graphs. Then you’ll put it all together by building two
graphic-rich applications. Get started creating dynamic
visual content using web technologies you’re familiar
with—such as JavaScript, CSS, DOM, and AJAX.
Discover how to: Build client-side graphics with little
impact on your web server Create simple user interfaces
for mobile and desktop web browsers Work with complex
shapes and design reusable patterns Position, scale,
and rotate text elements using SVG transforms Create
animations using the Synchronized Multimedia
Integration Language (SMIL) Build more powerful
animations by manipulating SVG with JavaScript Apply
filters to sharpen, blur, warp, reconfigure colors, and
more Make use of programming libraries such as
Pergola, D3, and Polymaps
Explore the engine that drives the internet It takes a powerful
suite of technologies to drive the most-visited websites in the
world. PHP, mySQL, JavaScript, and other web-building
languages serve as the foundation for application
development and programming projects at all levels of the
web. Dig into this all-in-one book to get a grasp on these indemand skills, and figure out how to apply them to become a
professional web builder. You’ll get valuable information from
seven handy books covering the pieces of web programming,
HTML5 & CSS3, JavaScript, PHP, MySQL, creating objectoriented programs, and using PHP frameworks. Helps you
grasp the technologies that power web applications Covers
PHP version 7.2 Includes coverage of the latest updates in
web development Perfect for developers to use to solve
problems This book is ideal for the inexperienced
programmer interested in adding these skills to their toolbox.
New coders who've made it through an online course or boot
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camp will also find great value in how this book builds on
what you already know.
Do you want to build web pages but have no prior
experience? This friendly guide is the perfect place to start.
You’ll begin at square one, learning how the web and web
pages work, and then steadily build from there. By the end of
the book, you’ll have the skills to create a simple site with
multicolumn pages that adapt for mobile devices. Each
chapter provides exercises to help you learn various
techniques and short quizzes to make sure you understand
key concepts. This thoroughly revised edition is ideal for
students and professionals of all backgrounds and skill levels.
It is simple and clear enough for beginners, yet thorough
enough to be a useful reference for experienced developers
keeping their skills up to date. Build HTML pages with text,
links, images, tables, and forms Use style sheets (CSS) for
colors, backgrounds, formatting text, page layout, and even
simple animation effects Learn how JavaScript works and
why the language is so important in web design Create and
optimize web images so they’ll download as quickly as
possible NEW! Use CSS Flexbox and Grid for sophisticated
and flexible page layout NEW! Learn the ins and outs of
Responsive Web Design to make web pages look great on all
devices NEW! Become familiar with the command line, Git,
and other tools in the modern web developer’s toolkit NEW!
Get to know the super-powers of SVG graphics
This book will help you create practical / usable / wickedlycool animations in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Each chapter
is filled with cleanly explained concepts, beautifully illustrated
diagrams, colorific code snippets, and cringeworthy one-liners
guaranteed to make your friend who laughs at everything
groan. You will start by learning how to create animations and
transitions in CSS. Towards the end, you will learn how to
create animations in JavaScript by manipulating DOM
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elements as well as pushing pixels on the canvas. Along the
way, you will see numerous small and large examples
explaining how what you are learning applies to what is done
in the real world. If you ever get stuck or need a group of
friendly people to help you out with your animation-related
issues, get free online support, demos, video tutorials, and
other good stuff at: http://www.kirupa.com
Foundation Adobe Edge Animate is a project-oriented book
that will walk you through the features of Edge Animate Adobe's exciting new motion and interaction tool for web
standards development. Edge Animate is an application that
allows web designers and developers to make full use of
many of the features of CSS3, JavaScript, and HTML5. Edge
Animate enables you to animate graphics without the need to
hand code everything using canvas or SVG. It exports wellformed, standards-compliant code that you can either use to
create new web products, or add directly into existing
projects. It also features full JavaScript and DOM
manipulation, enabling you to get under the hood and create
fantastic interactive experiences. Using a unique projectoriented focus you will be creating carefully developed
projects designed to give you the skills and confidence
necessary to undertake interactive and web design
experiences aimed at devices ranging from smart phones to
the TV set in your living room. Along the way you will discover
how many of the tools in the Adobe Web Design CS6
collection can be fully utilized to create expressive and
engaging web applications. This includes: Building interactive
projects using the Edge Animate timeline and coding tools.
Learning how Fireworks, Photoshop, and Illustrator are used
for Edge Animate content creation. Discovering how pages
created in Dreamweaver and Muse can become fully
interactive and contain motion graphics in Edge Animate.
If you don't know about the new features available in HTML5,
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now's the time to find out. This book provides practical
information about how and why the latest version of this
markup language will significantly change the way you
develop for the Web. HTML5 is still evolving, yet browsers
such as Safari, Mozilla, Opera, and Chrome already support
many of its features -- and mobile browsers are even farther
ahead. HTML5: Up & Running carefully guides you though
the important changes in this version with lots of hands-on
examples, including markup, graphics, and screenshots.
You'll learn how to use HTML5 markup to add video, offline
capabilities, and more -- and you’ll be able to put that
functionality to work right away. Learn new semantic
elements, such as , , and Meet Canvas, a 2D drawing surface
you can program with JavaScript Embed video in your web
pages without third-party plugins Use Geolocation to let web
application visitors share their physical location Take
advantage of local storage capacity that goes way beyond
cookies Build offline web applications that work after network
access is disconnected Learn about several new input types
for web forms Create your own custom vocabularies in
HTML5 with microdata
HTML has been on a wild ride. Sure, HTML started as a mere
markup language, but more recently HTML’s put on some
major muscle. Now we’ve got a language tuned for building
web applications with Web storage, 2D drawing, offline
support, sockets and threads, and more. And to speak this
language you’ve got to go beyond HTML5 markup and into
the world of the DOM, events, and JavaScript APIs. Now you
probably already know all about HTML markup (otherwise
known as structure) and you know all aboutCSS style
(presentation), but what you’ve been missing is JavaScript
(behavior). If all you know about are structure and
presentation, you can create some great looking pages, but
they’re still just pages. When you add behavior with
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JavaScript, you can create an interactive experience; even
better, you can create full blown web applications. Head First
HTML5 Programming is your ultimate tour guide to creating
web applications with HTML5 and JavaScript, and we give
you everything you need to know to build them, including:
how to add interactivity to your pages, how to communicate
with the world of Web services, and how to use the great new
APIs being developed for HTML5. Here are just some of the
things you’ll learn in Head First HTML5 Programing: Learn
how to make your pages truly interactive by using the power
of the DOM. Finally understand how JavaScript works and
take yourself from novice to well-informed in just a few
chapters. Learn how JavaScript APIs fit into the HTML5
ecosystem, and how to use any API in your web pages. Use
the Geolocation API to know where your users are. Bring out
your inner artist with Canvas, HTML5’s new 2D drawing
surface. Go beyond just plugging a video into your pages,
and create custom video experiences. Learn the secret to
grabbing five megabytes of storage in every user’s browser.
Improve your page’s responsiveness and performance with
Web workers. And much more.
A new edition of a bestseller covers the latest advances
inweb development! HTML5 and CSS3 are essential tools for
creating dynamic websitesand boast updates and enhanced
features that can make your websiteseven more effective and
unique. This friendly, all-in-one guidecovers everything you
need to know about each of these technologiesand their
latest versions so that you can use them together.Building on
the bestselling formats of the first two editions, thisnew edition
teaches you the fundamentals of HTML5 and CSS3, andthen
presents ways for using them with JavaScript, MySQL, and
Ajaxto create websites that work. Covers using JavaScript,
PHP, MySQL, and Ajax in the context ofprogramming
dynamic web pages with CSS3 and HTML5 Includes selfPage 29/30
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contained minibooks that review HTML, CSS, designand
layout, client-side JavaScript, Ajax and server-side,
andputting it all together Examines new web development
advancements including newtechnologies and changes to the
standards Features a website that contains supporting
materials includingcode and several valuable programs that
are useful for webdevelopment HTML5 and CSS3 All-in-One
For Dummies, 3rd Edition servesas the perfect reference for
both web development beginners andseasoned professionals
looking to learn more about how to get themost out of the
powerful combination of HTML5 and CSS3.
Beginning HTML5 and CSS3 is your introduction to the new
features and elements of HTML5—as a web developer you'll
learn about all the leaner, cleaner, and more efficient code
available now with HTML5, along with some new tools that
will allow you to create more meaningful and richer content.
For everyone involved in web design, this book also
introduces the new structural integrity and styling flexibility of
CSS 3—which means better-looking pages and smarter
content in your website projects. For all forward-looking web
professionals who want to start enjoying and deploying the
new HTML5 and CSS3 features right away, this book
provides you with an in-depth look at the new
capabilities—including audio and video—that are new to web
standards. You’ll learn about the new HTML5 structural
sections, plus HTML5 and CSS3 layouts. You’ll also discover
why some people think HTML5 is going to be a Flash killer,
when you see how to create transitions and animations with
these new technologies. So get ahead in your web
development through the practical, step-by-step approaches
offered to you in Beginning HTML5 and CSS3.
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